
South Lake County Community Services (SLCCS) 
RFP 16-10:  Fleet Maintenance 

 
Pre-Proposal Conference 

April 13th, 2016 at 10:00am 
 
 

ATTENDEES 
Margot Sabato  South Lake County Community Services (SLCCS), Executive Director 
Keri Linskins  South Lake County Community Services (SLCCS), Dispatch Coordinator 
Lloyd Starrick   South Lake County Community Services (SLCCS), Bus Driver 
Kathleen Honl  Northwestern Indiana Regional Planning Commission (NIRPC), 
   Accounting and Procurement Coordinator 
Allen Hammond Northwestern Indiana Regional Planning Commission (NIRPC), 
   Compliance Manager 
 
Josh Suba  RSI Truck and Bus 
Rick Suba  RSI Truck and Bus 
 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
Q1: Can we service the vehicles in our shop or do you need us to come and get them? 
 
A1:  In the past, we have had it both ways.  
 
Q2: Do you operate with a spare bus in case of emergency? 
 
A2: We have 3 spare vehicles.  They are the oldest in the fleet.   
 
Q3: Do your vehicles have to have the SLCCS label on them? 
 
A3: Our general fleet must be labeled, but if we have to use an emergency loaner bus, it would be 

acceptable to temporarily have an unmarked bus. If this service is available, it can be added to 
the proposal costs as an option.  These loaner vehicles must have wheelchair lifts and be ADA 
compliant. 

 
Q4: How many of your units are CDL vehicles as opposed to non-CDL vehicles? 
 
A4: Our agency requires all of our drivers to have a CDL license regardless of the size of vehicle.   
 
Q5: You actually want to know what our cost is on materials? 
 
A5: We want to know the price to SLCCS for materials and labor on the cost breakdown. 
 
Q6: Do you want anything more on the costs? 
 



A6: Make sure to supply the information that is asked for in the RFP.  If you want to include other 
costs, like the cost of a loaner or something else you feel is relevant, you can include those also.  
The proposals will still be evaluated per the criteria.  Also, you can add the cost for the 
difference in doing work in-house or at your shop if you like but make sure to differentiate on 
the proposal. Itemize it.  We do not want bumper to bumper cost. 

 
Q7: What is the average of how many miles per bus per month? 
 
A7: 1,500 – 2,000 miles per month per vehicle based on the 17 vehicle fleet.  
 
Q8: What is DBE? 
 
A8: DBE stands for Disadvantaged Business Enterprise.  This RFP has DBE involvement because it is a 

federally funded solicitation.  There are two companies that are DBE’s in the State of Indiana 
that you may choose to use for products, Global Industrial and Worldwide Filters.   

 
Q9: So you are encouraging us to use those vendors? 
 
A9: These are two that you could use that are DBE.     
  
Q10: What about the wheelchair lifts?   
 
A10: You must be certified with Braun to do the lift maintenance.  You can become certified by taking 

the certification training online.  You will have to contact Rick Jacobs at Braun to be set up for 
these training classes. 

 
Q11: What is your radius of operation? 
 
A11: Typically all of Lake County, mostly South Lake County.  Sometimes we will go into Porter 

County.  We give about 3,700 rides per month. 
 
A12: What are the hours of service? 
 
Q12:    Generally, 6:30am to 6:30pm but it all depends on the calls for rides for the day.  Monday, 

Wednesdays, and Fridays are our heaviest days. 
 

Q13: What is the billing cycle? 
 
A13: If you bill at the end of the month, typically it’s 30 days after that. 
 
Q14: What is the process for letting the contractor know when there needs to be repairs to a bus? 
 
A14: Dispatch will send sheets from the driver to the contractor.  We make sure to keep a paper trail 

so we can assure the work is actually being completed as stated by the contractor. 
 
Q15: Is the invoice sufficient for tracking or do you actually want electronic maintenance records? 
 



A15: Because of federal audits, we need to have a trail of maintenance services.   We must show the 
progression of maintenance and show that the manufacturer’s specifications are being followed.  

 
Q16: How often do you get a new vehicle and how long do you keep it? 
 
A16: Right now, the vehicles have a 4 year useful life or 100,000 miles.  Please see the RFP for the list 

of vehicles and the year purchased.    
 
Q17: Are the buses gas or diesel? 
 
A17: They are all gas. 
 

 

 


